Commercial Litigation and Enforcement of Creditor's
Rights
Bialson, Bergen & Schwab attorneys represent and advise corporate and technology clients in domestic and
international contract and commercial disputes, corporate recoveries and commercial collection-related activities.
We understand that each engagement is unique and we shape our approach to fit the engagement. Bialson,
Bergen & Schwab attorneys are business lawyers and skilled negotiators, and we are frequently able to reach a
business solution prior to—and often in lieu of— litigation. Clients agree that this approach has proven to be
successful—many clients have relied on Bialson, Bergen & Schwab to handle literally hundreds of individual
matters in this manner.
Bialson, Bergen and Schwab is proud to represent and counsel clients who are leaders in the computer
hardware, software, telecommunications and networking, cloud-computer and internet media industries. We have
represented many of these clients for more than ten years, several for over twenty. These long-term relationships
give us valuable insight into the nature of our clients’ underlying businesses, the challenges they face in their dayto-day business operations and the most effective path to resolution of commercial disputes.
Our substantial international experience allows us to negotiate successfully around the globe. We understand
cultural nuances and are frequently able to reach solutions in situations where the parties previously found
themselves at an impasse. Bialson, Bergen & Schwab’s experience with commercial risk management allows
our attorneys to structure settlements, frequently involving security interests or other stipulated liens, which
generate a greater return on investment than precipitously filing litigation without the practice knowledge needed
to enforce obligations and recover the agreed amounts.
Sometimes litigation is simply unavoidable. When commercial resolution proves impossible, then aggressive
litigation is undertaken to evoke the desired response. Our attorneys have extensive experience litigating matters
in courts and arbitration tribunals throughout the United States and around the globe. To date, Bialson, Bergen &
Schwab attorneys have represented clients in litigation matters in 78 countries around the world. Our approach is
globally consistent, result-focused and cost-effective.
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